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In nearly every aspect of society, increase in the size and com-

plexity cif man's organizations has become a 20th-century .phe-
nomenon. The task of organizing people in such enterprises is
defined here as management. It connotes leadership and coordina-.
tiori in the broadest sense; not "managing" in the specific sense.

,...

Universities and colleges now confront problems of organization
not unlike that of their governMental and industrial counter-
,parts. Buthey face a basically different situation, bellcause their
),significant activity takes place irithe minds of menin scholarship

and learning.-
Systematic study of academic -administration in terms of the

unicttie characteristics of academic institutions has begun to appear.

Scholars have turned their ,attention to administrative theory
c.

applicable' to education; administrators and -their . associates have
begun to examine more deeply the components which constitute
the administrative process. Both activities poipt up insights
which should' help the',president, dean, and other officers ."on
thfiring line."

. Among questions this. report asks are. the following:

1.' Do princlitcles of management v4hicli we have associated will%

,...
industry, business, gdvernment, and other enterprises apply

)
also to t\he academic arena?

2. How do administrators exert tha leadership which helps to
keep their institutions in tune with a rapidly eliatiging
environment so that colleges and universities. continue to
exercjse intellectual_ leadership in society?

..

Highlights

4.

,

3. What is'being done to snake college and university adii inistra-
tion more effective (and also more efficient). in terms of their
uniquely academic nature?

. 1 ,
4. How do administrators prevent a bureaucracy required to

maintain the functioning of a large and complex organization
from interfering with intellectual creativity whith is at t'he
heart of the.educational enterprise?

, ,
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FOREWORD

' THE 13171i130SE of this report is to_indicate the reas ofkcadeinic
administration with which .current thinking is conc rned, and to ,sug-

.

gest a conceptual scheme reflecting these areas and 0-luting directions
for future studies. 0, .

With this purpose, the report confines itself to rev owing significant
and representative work, ,both published and .unp .lished, that de-
velops new insights into thetheory, the process, and heoperations of
college and university 4dminist,ration. It does not urvey all recent
research, nor does it report "the particular outcOie of 8tudie.5 re-
viewed. The end product, and an important contribi tion of this re-,

'poet, is a structural design for ideas on the administr film of higher
education.

The author, dean of the Evening Division' of HoNtra College, is an
academic administratot with experience of practical p oblems. He

t was aid. associated with John Corson in the study of the governance',
of colleges and universities sponsored by theCarnegie Co poration.

This hoped 'that this report will call attention to the ne_ er ideas in
college and university administration and provide furth rimpetus
to the development of this field. _.
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V

Managem nt of Learning

INTRODUCTION

IN Government, in business, in industry, in practically every aspect
of society, the increase in the size and complexity of man's organza-.
tions has become a 20th-century .phenoinenon. With this increase,
the. tatkThqf organizing people in large enterprises has assumed kiajor
importance.

The problems inherent in administering large businesses and com-
plex Govermpent bureaucracies led, 0out 30 years ago, to a number
of systematic arlftlyses seeking in part "a Science of administration."
Henri Fayol:and Mary P. F011ett started a trend in this connection
which is further illustrated by such Classic stfitements as apers on

..the Science of Administratioat (edited by Luther Gulick d L. Ur-
wick), and The Functions of the Executive (Chester I. Barnard). A
rapidly expanding bibliograVty gives eviaence of continued, gffort to
impiove understanding of admiAistration in large organizations.

Universities and colleges now confront similar conditions stemming
from'increased size 'and, complexity. Educators have begun to ex-
amine more intensively the adrhinistrative relatipships whin charac
terize their 'institutions. This report will draN upon recent studies,
articles, and othe'r publisheSmateripl, as well asinvestigationsunder-
way but not in print, to illustrate this development. -

Administration, an Activity in Need of systematic Study

Some educators cruestion the validity of such study on the premise
that adm-itristration is essentially an art. In contrast, one business
school professor has urged the "reduction of educational objectives
into measurable and hence controllable term."

This report presents a middle.ground, suggesting thitt much can be
done to derive, if not a science' for administration, at lust greater
insights into man's organizational relationships: Such insights will
enable administrators tv understand bettei what, makes them function
more effectively. This report therefore adheres to the following
assumptions:

1. That administrative aitivity is increasingly a univelsalci.:.±ern for man
Ile more and more works and lives as a part of larger an fare complex

9
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2 MANAGEMENT OF LEARNING

organizations. These organilations require direction and control. Just as
man by, the creative use of his intelligence has achieved a greater control
over his physical environment, so can he improve his ability to handle his
organizational activities. By applying intelligences and knowledge to ad-
ministrative relation, hips and 11rocedures, he can develop guide lines to
direct decisions.

2. That administration as an activity has components which permeate the
various kinds of institutions and specialized fields of endeavor. Colleges
and universities call benefit from the insights of,administration in buShiess
and government An deal with one common elementmen and women.

Basic Assumption: The Need fort Effective Administration.
To Meet Problems of Size and Completity

Widespread attention has been given to the increasing pressures
upon college and university administrators. Swelling enrollments
and demands for ineased services are difficult to accommodate be-

e cause of limitations upon financial resovrces and increasing costs of
operation. Growth in size' and complexity has in the larger institu-
tions led to an administrative bureaucracy of personnel and pro-
eedures.. This has occurred at a tittle when therate of change in man's
social institutions and in his control over his physical environment
is accelerating geometrically.

For the college and university administrator, this prompts two
bakic questions :

1. How do administrators exert that kind of leadership which helps co keep-
their institutions in tune with a rapidly changing envirOnment so that they, '
maintain their position of intellectual leadership and vital educational
functioning? Stated differently; what administrative procetlures and rela-
tionships facilitate adjustments to changing conditions?

2. How do administrators prevent a bdreaucracy required to maintain the
functioning of a large and complex organization from interfering with
intellectual creativity which is at the heart of the educatimial enterprise?
Must increased formalization of relationships and 'proceduiei caftan the
individual freedom implicit in teaching-apnd scholarship?

Changes are called for, obviously. It is the function of administra-
tion to provide the initiative for change. A refinement or reorganisa-
tion of our administrative arrangements and personnel is apparently
required iffthe administrator is to becojne an instrument in change.

To fashion such an instrument, facts and figures need to be
assembled; the experiences, insights, new ideas, and. theoretical
postulates of creative administrators need to be examined. "Break-
through" concepts in the field of academic administration are required.

Plan for Study of Administration: The Scope of This Report

The report to 'follow will survey what is being done to increase our
knowledge .of administrative procedures and relationships as they

10



. MANAGEMENT OF LEARNING 3

involve 8pards, presidents, and general aministrative officers. .""rhe
focus is upon the administratibn of a collet or a university as an
entity.

Sources of Information

Preparation of this report his involved a survey of the literature
and of administrators and scholars to identify current biddies and
thinking upon thest3 problems. Organizations especially concerned
with systematic investigations into these matters include: The South-
ern Regional Education Board; The Administratise Science Center
at the University of Pittsburgh; the Midwest Administration Center
at the University of Chicago; the University Council'fo-rEduckional2
Administration ; Centers.or Institutes for the Study of Higher Educa-
tion at the University of California, the University of Michigan, and

° Teachers College, Columbia Universly; and'the office for the Study
of the College and University President in Princeton, N.J. The
material to followreflects the agtivitiis of these organizations as well
as the individual effort of a number of other scholars and administra-
tors. The literature since 1953 has also been reviewed.

Specific references will be cited briefly so that they, can be identified
+lin the list of references at the end of this report. Again, it should'

be stressed that the material included is an illustrative, rather than
a complete, listing of pertinent studies and publications.

-11

Categories of Investigaann

in general, the work underwa5" or pit fished in recent.yeay.an
be considered under three general categories. These categories
viously du not provide, the only possible st rtuiture for a report' of tliis.
kind. 'They do suggest a logical organization of the material con-
sidered and a general concept ual st.henit'3 for further study which can
serve to coordinIte the work of individuals and" offices toward im-
provement of actidemic administ rat iOn.

The first category is that of th,opics of administration. Business
.. management and goveritniental bureaucracy have established prece

dents in a body of theay. . Only in recent years have educators and
social seibritists_ begun to develop postulate for the ,administration bf
schools, colleges, and unitersities to sere as guides to practice.
*\A second category consists ofst tidies anil wr,tings which deal withith
the arwlysi: of administratiN e processes, oi a-anizational relatitimships,
and their institutional- envirovent. Examples are tai concept cf
decision thaking and 'w hat it encompasses, anttly?es o: °lieges and

4 -
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4 * i MANAGEMENT OF LEARNING

universities in terms of formal and informal structures, and the roles
of units in hcademic government.
,) The third category is that of application or operation. Self -

surveys, experimental prOgrums, institutional research, and similar
activities illustrate the procedures employed to obtain the -informa-
tion needed for- intelligent operation. By gathering data *about a
specificinstittition or comparable institutipns, analyzing and com-
municating such data "to appropriate administrators, provision is
made for more ,effective decision making. A steady accumulation of
such materialforpally through studies and reports, and inforinally
through personal associationsis the baths for the improvement of
individual colleges and universities.

This report will examine each category in turn.

L
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SEARCH FOR. ADMINISTRATIVE THEORY

CATEGORY I

AS ADMINISTRATORS and students bf administration address
themselves to the problems of the acadervic.ent&prise, they will ac-
cumulate not only an. increasing body or data but a sound basis for
generalization. Inevitably this generalization will leano sharper
definition of problems as well as,hypotheses likely to improve under-
standing and prediction of administrative procesSes.

The ltiterature in other fields such as public and business adminis-
tration (as evidenced 'by such "classics" as the writings of Maly
Parker Follett, Luther Gulick and L. Urwick, Max Well r, Chester I.
Barnard, and Herbert A. Simon) indicates that such a development
can bg expected. It is equally clear that, in the last few years, students
of educatioxfal,administration have seriously begun the work of formu-
lating a body Of theories for such`administration Two recentipubli,
cations illustrate this development, Both propose. definition's of :\
administrative theory, and both describe a number' of new theoretical
propositions.
In a short book Administrative Theory, published in 1959, Daniel

E. Griffiths has written what he calls "an interim statement setting
forth the understanding we now= have" of administilitive theory and
has discussed recent attempts at theorizing in administration.1

In 1957,- the Midwest Administration Center at the University of
Chicago held a seminar for'60 professors and deans to consider this
problem. Out of this meeting has -come a ,report, Administrative
Theory in. Ed7u,eation., edited by Andre.* W. Halpin. The report in-

. cludes eight papers on the development of theory, the relationship of
theory to'practice, and new approaches to the study of theory..

Both publications are allied to the work of-three national organiza-
tions; The National Conference of Professors of Educational Admin-
istration (founded in 1941), the Cooperative Program in Educational
Administration (founded in 1950 with Kellogg Foundation support),
and the University Councilsfor Educational Administration- (formed
in 1956 with Kellogg Foundation financing).

e ,

1 Also Included In a 'second publication by Griffiths. Research fn Educational Admits-
fotration, Bureau of Publigations, Teachers College, Columbia Universay, 195.

13



6 MAN AGEMENT OF LEARNING

Other pertinent articles have appeared in the nmini8trative
Stieree Quarterly, published by the Gradupte Schbol of Business and
Public Administration at Cornell University.2 The Administrative
Science Center of the University of Pittsburgh" with a staff including
sociologists, social psychologists, and anthropologists, has advanced
hypotheses which have significance for higher education. A number
of behaVioral scientistsamong them Ralph W. Tyler; Davit Ries-
man, Theodore Caplow, and Talcott Parsonsalso have proposed
theories on administratiye relationships.
a A distinctive concern of these contemporary 7.iters is the note of
universality. Theories which *eiplain how huinan beings .are organ-
iiect to carry out identifiable organizational functions can apply to a
high degree in all kinds of enterprises, although thejmay be derived,
from a single One.

What Is `Theory?

Gulick and Urwick and other early writers conceived of a "science
of administration", almost purely in a taxonomic sense. More recent
theoristS have placed greater emphasis on methodology having its
basis; in the findings of the social .and _natural sciences. They have
relied' upon mathematical and statistical tools; they have attempted
to establish carefully defined concepts todescribe situations in opera:
tiowleterms and to establish an accurate language; they have sought
to develop hypotheses gained from observational, statistical, and other
data. They have sought to make it possible not only to understand the
administrative process better but to predict consequences of decisions.
Professor Griffiths, for example, has propOsed four purposes of
theory: (1) as a guide to action and the "consequence of action"; (2) _

as a guide in the collection of data through a dear perception of the
relationship of facts; (3) as a guide in the accumulation of new
knowledge;, and (4) as a guide to the "nature of administration" in
terms both of its structure and it.4'f unction.

But hypotheses of any kind are not only developed from other con-
. cepts or hypotheses but must ultimately be tested in situations where

it is possible to observe outcomes. At the point tit which a hypothesis
predicts an operational consequence, its validity undergoes Witt test.
Theory for educational administration, as distinct from that for
administration in general, must be validated by observed (and if
possible measured) results of application in educational institutions.

'Public Administration Review (winter 10605 includes several r elated articles.

. 14
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MANAGEMENT OF* LEARNING 7

What Hypotheses Have Been Proposed? .

Administrative theory is concerned with human behavior in an
organizationtl setting. Phillip Selznick writes` in his 1957 book,
Leadership in Administration, that "the technical, rational, imper-
sonal, task- oriented formal system (the organization) is conditioned

,by,,responsive interaction of persons and groups." 3 This responsive
interaction, he says, in time becomes a social structure. This struc-
turing is historical in that it solidifies in terms of the experience of
a particular org nization; it is functional in that it reflects the adap-
tation of the orga i ation to internal and external social environments;
and it is dyn in that it generates new and active forces from
the actions and reactions of its constituency.

That do we know about how people act in formal organizations?
.What hypotheses attempt to portray accurately the 'elements essen-

tial to the formal structuring of relationships of individuals and
groups to achieve a functioning organiza*on? What hypotheses
explain and predict the behavior of individuals in their relationship
to the organization or the behavior of people as members of formal
and informal groups associated with an organization? What at-
tempts have -been made to develop a general conceptual schen* for
a theory of formal organization?.

The Griffiths and Halpin references mentioned above contain some
of the answers proposed for these kinds of questions. In addition to
establishing possible-conceptual frameworks, each considers some of
the recent contributions to theoretical analysis. This report would

,serve ri6 purpose by further discussion of these at this point, except
..to note that other references include specific theoretical concepts.!

It suffices to say here that theoretical studies tend to concentrate t
around the two geperal topics of processand`sociology.

* Leadership in Administration, Rowe, Peterson, White Plains, New York, 1957, p.39.
4 For example, Theodore Caplow, in an article in Social Forces in 1953, proposed

the following hypotheses: "A social organization, being an entity with definite structural
characteristics, can only continue in existence if certain invariable requirements are met. -

These requirements consist of thosq.imposed by the resistance of the external environment
to the objective goals of the organization, those created by latent or manifest conflict
among the component suborganization8, and those imposed by individual members

..as a condition for continued participation. A successful Organization is one which
shows, for its institutional type, a minimum of inconsistency among these purfoses, et)
that the effective achievement of organizational goals contributes to the self-maintenance
of the sroup,"the minimization of spontaneous conflict, and the satisfaction of individUal
needs."

In a more recent unpublished paper, James D. Thompson proposed an analysis of
academic relationships in terms of "truth strategies." Ilia point is that the various
disciplines in general rely on a combination of two elements: experience and reasoning,
Academic disciplines can be categorized by the degree to which their reasoning is codified.
Their personnel, their curricular content and structure, their relationships to other
disciplines relate to these factors. Thompson suggests that evidence assembled and
analyzed in.terros of this ?night shed new light on higher education.

.
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8 MANAGEMENT OF LEARNING

The theories of Talcott Parsons, Herbert A. Simon? Daniel E. ,
Griffiths, and Edward H. Litchfield emphasize the administrative
process. Parsons, for example, explains the re ionships of what,
he terms the three different levels of the organi tional hierarchy :
the overseers or boards or similar top structure, the anagerial group
in general control, and the technical personnel who kdow the speoific
operations of the organization. The hypotheses of Simon, Griffiths,
and Litchfield point to decision making as the fundamental activity
of atinistrators. .

The other general basis for theorizing can be called organizational
sociology. In 1956, Talcott Parsons wrote two articles for theAdmilt-
istrative Science Quarterly which he entitled "Sociological :Approach
to Theory of Organizations, I and II." In these articlts he sought
to examine organizationsbusiness, military, and academicin
terfns of gen6ya1 sociological theory. In a report of the American
Council on Edniation Conference on Faculty-Administration Rela-
tionships in 1957, Ralph W. Tyler discussed a few developments
"to illustrate the relevance of tilte behavioral sciences to to under-
standing of the problems of relations between faculty and admin-
istration." In a paper on Administration Theory' in Ediration,
Jacob W. Getzejs stressed the importance of role and pekonality
"to show that the process ofLadministration deals essentially with
social behavior in a hierarchical setting." In the same volume, Car-
roll L. Shartle proposed theoretical framework for the study *of
behavior in organizations." His paper grew out of the concepts and
findings of the Ohio State Leadership Studies at Ohio State
Univergity. ,

This stress upon the roles and rela,tionships 6f people as individuals
and as groups is held also by other writers. amesr. Doi, director of
institutional research at the University of Colorado, for example, in a
letter to the author stressed the importance of investigation based on a
conceptual fraMework involving the roles and role expectations of
participants. The Administrative Science .Center at the University
of Pittsburgh is concerned with analysis and th"eory of administration
based upon the social sciences. At Harvard University and at the
Center for the Study of Higher Education at the University of Cali-;

ia, studies are underway to interpret the impact of the college
upon its students. Peabody College has been concerned with hypoth-
eses based upon the factors of competency in performing adminis-
trative tasks.5

A'number of scholars have developed their theoretical analysis in terms of statistical
methodology. This is also characteristic of the Ohio StateMeadershipStudies.

.16
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Signi nce of Theory for This.Report .11"

- This brief discussion .4' administrative theory serves only to
identi aipotential scope for investigation of academic administration

. and a ind 'of framework Which can evolve as conceptual thinking
expan in the future. f

"Wile her the element of ptediction of administrative behavior will

reach degree of effectiveness where it can guide educational decision

makin remains a moot point. But there.is clear evidence to this
writer that the present, and past concentration on data accumulation
for op rational decisions will not suffice. Such investigation must not
only continue Vut expand,-of courSe. It will help to overcome that
famine of pertinent infoimation,whja pervades the administrative
!and today. But more penetrating questions as to what actually oc-._
curs on a campus will be asked moik frequently. Insightful answers
will come only astwe really begin to know what decision making and

.. the administrative process involve, what kinds of roles and ielation-
. ships account for the kinds of decisions made, what factors affect,

fticulty mirale and ,efftctive interaction among participants, and
similar perceptions.

1 7,
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ANALYSIS OF PROCESS, STRUCTURE,
AND INSTITUTIONAL SETTING

CATEGORY II

IF A SOPHISTICATED THEORY of educational administration
existed, this category would conceivably serve no purpose. Thebry
would establish a basic. conceptual scheme within which further
studies would fit logically. Theory would provide, as Professor Grif-
fiths indicated, the guide to the accumulation of iihw data essential
for a clearer 'perception of the relationships and the administrative
actions of presidents, deans, chairmen, and other officers.

The point in establiVng.this second category of studies is simply
.

this. Theorists are concerned with hypotheses wliich rfot only explain
but pr4lict. Studies arisij)g put of theoretical considerations tend to
stress the con roration or rejection o th6se considerations. In part,
such also is the purpose of the st ies referreNp in This category.
But since theory remains' incom ete, studies mot based upon theory
amain valid, Moreover, educators facing the complexities of size
and consequent problems of directing Change and milling bureaucracy
effeCtive in the academic setting. cannot wait for the logical develop-
I-alit of theoretical considerations.

Analysis in this CategoiT can open additional avenues for insightful
excursions which broaden the perceptions of those who strive.for'a
general conceptual scheme of administriitive behavior or who seek
pertinent data. There are no clear boundaries. It is a matter pri-
marily of emphasis: the theories dwell on ideas with universal appli-
cation and the potential of predicting consequences 'of behavior with
considerable consistency ; the dnalytical studies on clearer insights into
the elements which bear upon administrative action with or without a
theoretical premise.

To, look .at this matter from. another perspective, studies and data
accumulation to meet the inimediate problems of administrative opera-
tion do not produce sitfficielt..insights into the more, basic factors in-
herent in academic institutions. Students of 'educational adminis-

. trdtion have begun to seek more meaningful insights into organization,
structure, and institutional setting.

Proposed below are three areas which call foranalytical study.
First, however,lt is necessary to establish three operational definitions

10
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MANAGEMENT OF LEARNING 11

for adminiitration, drganizational structure, and institutions. These
comprise the aspects of college and university administration with
which this study is concerned. Our definition,s are in.tensledonly for
the purposes of this paper.'

Administration. By "administration" we mean activity or process. Specif-
ically, administration refers to the activity in a university and college by
which decisions are made and implemented, policies formulated and com-
municated, and routine processes carried on. Stated somewhat differentlf, 4t
is the activity by which policy is formulated and the functions of the
institutions maintained.
Organizational structure. By "organizational structure" we mean the for-
mally established rules and relationships and the duties, responsibilities, and
atithorities of governing boards, presidents, and their executive staffs,' aca-

t denim deans, department Chairmen, and fadulties. Not included afe the
informal relationships which surround and influence the formal structure.
Institution.By "institution" is meant that identifiable entityboth physical
and organizationalwhich encompasses the various participants in the per-_
formance of established functions. The reference here is to a college or a
university as an established and widely recognized enterprise.

. Areas for Study

An organi2ation is an arrangement, an ordering, of the parts in a
whole. The ,composition of 'these partstrustees, presidents, deans,
chairmen, and facultiesand their interaction determine to a large
extent the effectiveness of the administrative process. For effective
administration, participants need to determine clearly the relation-.
ships of the parts and to establish administrative policy and base
dec6icflas on an accurate estimate of tlfese relationships.

As institutions become larger aii4theii: functions more diverse, the
structure becomes more complex. One need only compare the re-
latiOnships and consequent bureaucracy to be found in a modern
State university with the informal situation which characterizes a
smail-liberal arts college. .It has become not only increasingly clear

1 Until clearly phrased and generally accepted definitions have been established, varia-
tione in the use of such terms, will exist. For example, Albert Lepawsky (Administration,
Knopf, 1P55) distinguishes between administration, management, and organization. Ile
defines organization as a proces1 "combiningthe work which individuals or groups have
to perform" (p. 35). In his book, Administrative Theory, Griffiths, in part, defines
administration as a "process of directing and controlling life in a social organization"
(p. 72). As studies accumulate consensus definitions of. these and other such terms
undoubtedly will evolve.

2 Tpis category of "stair includes not only assistants working directly with the presi-
derW%ut the central administrative officers such as deans of students, registrars, directors
of admission, business officers, and others concerned with the nonacademic operations.
sore universities have centralized their operations under a limited number of heads
or vice presidents, i.e., academic vice president, financial or business vice president, public
relations vice president, and student personnel vice president. In terms of academic
government, however, the last three usually' report directly to the president and have
a hierarchical relationship to him, while deans, chairmen, and other officers related more
diEectly to the academic functions have a generally recognized autonomy.
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b'ut increasingly inipbrative 'that participants in the academic opera-,
taon have a clear understanding- of the or%nizational sttucture of
their institution.

Both process and structure are related to institutional setting.
This constitutes what John J. Corson has called the "ecology of
go4ernance." The influence of external and internal pressures 3 comes
to -focus' in the'decision-making activity which constitutes the ad-
ministrative process. This, combined.with formal roles and relation-.
ships of participants, determines the character or "personality" of
each institution mid thus influences the 1-_ind of educational program
.it will have, the services it will perform,'the character of its personnel,
acid the'other determinants of its role in society.

It would seem then, that sat)) understanding of administration in
higher education requires analysis of each role of the three elements:

(1) Administrative process: What elements are involved in the making and
IMplementing of policies and other decisions? -"

(2) Structural relationships: What are the roles and relationships of admin-
istrative officers and bodies? What influences do various 'governing units
have on institutional policies? What is the "flow of authority" in aca-
demic administration?

(3) Institutional setting: What influences do informal groups and personal
relatiunAhips have on administrative decisions? What influences in aca-
demic organizations limit or foster possible courses of action? -What
patterns of values permeate the professional personnel of colleges and
universities and influence decision making? What external pressures4 44-
fluenee the making of decisions?

Administrative Process

In the small college enrolling a few hunderd students and having
few faculty members and administrative 9flicers, face-to-face contacts
provide opportunities for the exchange of informalion and opipion_
necessary for effective operation. In many small colleges, grown to
medium ,size since World War II, these informal processes collapse.
If fortnal arrangements are not substituted, the void is not filled and
the administration of the college suffers.

How many colleges todayfaced wit,h a growing bureaucracy of
administrative offices al.id*servicessystematically analyze their situa-
tion to develop new administrative arrangements? If they do, what
basis cro they have for making decisions concerning their administra-
tion and organizational structure, other than that which seems to work'

3 These pressures come from a variety of elements. Among external influences are
professional and accrediting,, ass ciations, parentg, alumni, donors, and governMents.
Intnal factors include values d allegiances held by individuals to professions, aca-
demic disciplines, informal groups, and the Institution formal roles and relationships,
traditions, commitments to educational functions and services, 'students, and other
influences.
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well,somewhere else? Is there a value to a careful and logical analysis
of the administrative process? Can such analysis have application tq
a4local situation and assist in the ordering .of new arrangements wl*h,
help rather than-hinder intelligent andeffectiNe decisions on purposes,
curricula,. degree requirements, research activities, instructional effec-
tivene,ss, evaluation methods, and the other factors in educatiOnal
operations?

Little study has been ma:de of these problems. Chancellor Edward
H. Litchfield df the -University of Pittsburgh has studied some of them -
and proposes that the administrative process may be viewed as a`five-,
stage cycle. In brief, he indicates that rational adniinistrative press
involves (1) the making of "decisions which (2) are programed into a
plan for implementation and then (3) communicated along with the
programing to all liditicipa:nts concerned, (4) controlled so that
actions implementing them are measured in terms of established
norms, and (5) reappraiged on the basis of changed conditiOns, ne

. information, etc.
Litchfield's analysis appeared in 1956 in the Administrative Scien

Quarterly, while he was dean of the Graduate School of Business an
Public Administration at GiTnell TjniversiV.4 In articles_publish
in the October and December 1959 issues of the Journal of High
Eitucation, he has applied this analysis to the organization of large
univqsities.

Obviously, administrative process does not always move through fill
of Litchfield's five stages. The process of decision making may in-
clude ,arrangements for' programing; programing may 'lead to im-
mediate reappraisal of The initial decision ; communicating may bring
to light factors which cause an immediate reappraisal.

Otter writers .have proposed similar patterns. The propoSal ofClianceDor,Litchfield, however, constitutes the kind otanalysis that is
valuable in the study of administrative organization. It is an effective
device which forces the decision maker to think through what is in-
volved in a decision, what actions shou'1d follow its making, what kind-s
of data should be considered, and what persons should be involved.
It estaVlishes a basis for further study of the elements of
adri)inistratiori.5

Academic administration is, however, more than just a cycle of ac-
tivities. To a far greater degree than in ptiblic or business*administra-

it requires effective collaboration among the professional

'Litchfleld's initial proposal was in the form of a. hypothesis to explain the admin-
istrative process. As ituch, it relates directly to theories of administration developed in
connection with process and decision making. It also forms a basis f r analysis, and
therefore has a value to stuAints of administration other than as a part administrative
theory. It parallels other. studies discussed under this category.

6 Another breakdown of the process of making and implementing dect loiTafor educa-
tional institutions is proposed by Griffiths in Administrative neory.
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personnel of the instittitieif: D. C. Stone, writing on the relations of
presidents and faculties, not that "administration is, in reality, more
a process. inyolking a considerable 'number of persons who are 'act%
cow:dal:4e for various phases of college opegt4tions., Its essendeis
responsible leadership acting thrOtigil consujtatiOn.."

Investigation of this aspect of administrative process could produc-
tively consider such questions as: To what degree does experience in,
and knowledge of, public ancrbusiness administration provide data,
proceduresand insights of value to colleges and universities? To
what degree is the academic problem unique? How should,faculties
be involved in the administrative process? How can policymaking
and policy implementing be related to the advantage of both? What
controls are effective in the autonomous, deeentrIlized structure of the
modern university? How can appraisal be made an integral part of

' decision making and the routine administrative prbcess? #

Structural Relationships
A

No president or ether administrative officer survives long or 4ields
effective control who fails to understand the varied interactions among
the units of academic government._ Yet; ,as noted ofi. title pages, to
follow, little has been done to investigate systematically the formal_
roles and relationships of administrators in colleges and universities.
Nor' hive extensive systematic analyses been made of the informal
roles and relationships described in the following section On the
institutional setting.

An experimental view of higher education readily reveals a common
pattern of organizational structure for nearly all 'institufkhis, Gov
erning boards hold final, ledi authority. Presidents tend to serve in
a dual relatioithip as executives for boards and leaders of their .facul-
ties. A 'power flow' routes executive authority from presidents
through deans and departmental chairmen to faculty members, on the
(nib hand, and legislative initiative moves from individual faculty
members to departmental, school, or college faculties to ingtitutionwide
senates, councils,' dr faculty meetings for-educational policy, on the
other. Because the professionalized personnel of ,departments erg°
committed to specialized disciplines, departments play a highly
autonomous role within the organization.6 ,The executive direction ofd
a college, accordingly, does not have that "dbwn'the line" authority
associated with the administration of busing and government. De-
cisions at the departmental, school, or t °liege levelespecially those
which dial with the employment and advancement of personneltend

*In this sense, professional schools tend to act in the 'same manner as academic
departments in the arts and sciences.
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to reflect commitments to disciplines and profesgions rather than to
ithe policies'of the institution.

Individual 'colleges and universities, of course, differ in the au-
thority and responsibility held by various units of academic govern:.
went. Local traditions, local functions and purposes, geographical-
location, relations with supporting goverinments and donors, student
clientele, attitudes, values and capabilities of individual participants,
and similar elements combine to give each campus a particular pattern
of authority and of relationships. In some institutions presidents
serve- ashighly authoritalian executives; in others, they find it diffi-
cult to exert educational leadership because their faculties are highly

. independent and 'autonomous. That such problems concern adminis-
trators is made clear at professional meetings attended by board mem-
bers, presidents, academic administrators, and faculty members.

Despite this expressed concern, investigation disclosed relatively
few studies which focus on the problems involved. Those which do
are fpr the most part inchoate and uncoordinated. From the limited
data available,. it would appear that.two kinds of studies would be
very profitable. One would examine the roles, responsibilities, and
authorities_of individual units of government. The otheiswould study
academic organizations as total structures.
- An encompassing examination Of both of these elements is reported

in an as yet unpublished report to the Carnegie' Corportion written
by John J. Corson; Corson has identified "the distinctive character-
istics of the university as an administrative enterprise." 'In terms of
these distinctive characteristics, he has analyzed the functioning of
universitywide officers (trustees and presidents), functioning of aca-'
dcinic officers (deans and chairmen), and the functioning of faculties.
He has raised .questions which, if examined, would provide adminis-
tr. a t,ion with aliterature.

Corson's ideas are -basic any systematic investigation of the
problem. Still other studies indicate what is underway and what
can be done.

Studies Mustrarve of the Research on
Organizational Structure

The task of the 'president as the executive for a university with
. thousands or tens of thousands of students and hundreds or thousands

of professional personnel is proving increasingly onerous and demand-
ing. Presidents are both verbal and well connected ; so it is not sur-

A- prising that one comprehensive study is underway on the problems of
Ws office. With the support of the Carnegie Corporation, Harold
.'Doocls, former prOident of Princeton University, has carried out
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with a team of 3 an inspection of 50 colleges and universities. His

group is analyzing the role of the president as educatpr, administrator,
fundraiser, and interpreter of his institution. It will produce a body
of organized information bIleil upon obServation andto a lesser
degreeon statistical data. 'Tame clue to the direction further re-
search on OAS presidency might take Is found in a doctol-al thesis
completed in 1956 by Richard Stephens. In what he calls a
"eontent analysis" of personal documents and ,published materials

'.written by or aboUt the present and formei, presidents of 45 inajor
Arnericfrn,imiversities, Stephens has put together an overview of presi,.
dentiall functions and relationships.

In the academic hierarchy, trustees aria plagued by the fact that
they 'have full legal responsibility but limited operational control.
A comprehensive account of the legal basis for the control` of boards
may be found in the 1935 American Council on Education report
written by Alexander Brolly, the 4 nierican State and Higher Educa-
tion. Most pribligations on the role of trustees have tended to be
handbooks such_ as the jfahuil for Trustees' prepared in 1945 by

Raymond M. Hughes. One of themost penetrating of these hand-
bopks was published this year by Morton- A. 'Rauh under the sponsor-
ship of the Institute for College and University Administrators at
Harvard University. Rauh discusses_ what he considerS to be the
vital areas. for effective board/participation in academic government'
and suggesN.reas that requite further study. .

No study, hos4ver, is apparently, underway that might suggest
what can be done to meet the presiing need for ideas and data which

can Ear) boards, and college presidents clarify the role of trustees.
This need was stressed in the 1957 "Paley Report," The Role of Trus-

tees of Columbia University, by 'a committee of trustees. The prob-

lem raised by this committee, in essence, is: ItIow can trustees carry

out their public responsibility of supervising their institutions when
they are substantially or almost completely separated from the para.-

-mount function of their orgiization, its educational program?
Since the history of the last hundred years of American, higher

education has been one of decentralized expansion, the roles of deans

and departmental chairmen have become increasingly crucipl. Three

studies show the kind of investigation which can help identify more
clearly the_place of departniental chairmen in the hierarchical struc-
ture and the kind of evaluation which might be applied to their func-

tioning. - No similar studies apparently haTe been made for academic

deans. In 1953, Rev. Edward A. Doyle surveyed 33 colleges to deter-'

mine how the.work of departmental chairmen was divided, among
instruction, advisement, student affairs, and general administration.
In a 'different vein, John K. Hemphill (Ohio State Leadership
Studies) analyzed statistically the replies of more than 200 faculty

r 24
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members concerning, the reputation of departments and the relation-
"ship of these replies to the effectiveness of departmental leadership.

Ben Eu.wema, in a 1953 article, examineedepartments in terms of
optimum size, selediOn of chairmen, internal organrzatiOn, and per- -

sonnel policies!
Because graduate and evening clea(s .are relatively new on the

academic scene, their pition in relation to other,academic officers
has calmed them concerns not so common the more traditional A-.
cers. The Executive Committee of the Association of Graduate
Schools in the Association of American Colleges, in the report of a'
1957 questionnaire filled in by 36 out of 38 member institutions, gives
data on prevailing practice as related to jurisdiction, responsibilities,
and influence of these officers. A more insightful study was made-
by a committee of the Association of University Evening Colleges in

1954, but was never published,. This group sponsored a personal in-

terview survey in eight representative institutions to determine Iitne
the role-and function of the evening administration was viewed byti .

other abademic'deans.°
The role of faculties in 'university governance has long been subject

to considerable discussion, usually quite partisan. The prerogatives
which faculties should hold received the most careful ,enunciation in
the well- known "Committee T" report of the American Association of

-University Professors. This analysis considers the rights elf faculties
rather 'than their role in institutional policymaking. Charles P. Den-

nison came closest to this latter perspective in.his 1,955 book on the
formal authorities of faculties, which reported a survey of the statutes
of eight liberal arts colleges. He found, for example, that white only

two colleges provided explicit faculty a \tthority in academic matters,
all respected the faculty voice in practice.°

Limitations of Available Material

The studios consulted for this survey have begun the essential task
of accumulating data, but do not answer the basic questions.

How., for example, does the administrator overcome resistance to
education'al expeArient? Do departments act- as "veto groups,"

A study more directly related to the roles and relationships of chairmen in an
organizational sense has been proposed by the University of Massachusetts. Dr. Shannon
McCune, protost at that institution, seeks to analyze the problems of departmental
structure and role within the contextof the 01/national functioning of Smith College,
Mount Holyoke College, Amherst College, and the University.

*Ernest E. McMahon, dean of the University College of Rutgei43 University, this year
_completed a thes,ls entitled, "The Emerging -Evening College : A Study of Faculty
Organization and Academic Control in 10 Eastern University Evening Colleges" (Coluiabia.
University, 1059).

*A nef doctoral thesis by E. William Leffiand on "The College .Administration and
Faculty: A Study of Administrative Fpnctlons and toles" may shed further light on the
possibilities of studying the faculty role in academic structure.

-t
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analogous to political and social groups in society, as Da% id Riesman
reported ih Constraint and Variety in American Education? Does
their commitment to the existing stKuctcre and organization of knowl-
edgeedge mean they'A pt to prevent new disciplines from evolving, to im'
We efforts to reorganize the curriculum in terms of contemporary
knowledge, hnd to oppose changes aimed at bter realization of
institutional purPoses?

How do we determine not only the existing role but the appropriate
role for the individualistic, professional acatlenfician in .the increas-
ingly management-oriented administrative organization of a large
university ?: Cow can these two conflicting tendenciesthe importatif
creative individualism of the faculty member and the essentjally
bureaucratic administrative arrangementsboth be enhanced?

What inds: of decisions can the faculty be authorized to make with-
out abr. ging the responsibilities of the trustees and the president for
execu e. leadership and societal responsibility? What kinds of de-
cisions do faculties have special competence to make? What, limits
should be placed on the. participation of facultits in institutional de-
cision .making? Conversely, how can faculties make sure that ad:
ministrators carry out the policies faculties adopt in areas where they
have competence? How does the faculty governmental system of
committees, departmental meetings, councils, senates, and Jagulty
meetings mesh with the parallel administrativ hie11hy.c of chairmen,

- deans, and presidents'
.

.` Pattern for Analyiis
.

. ..,
The foregoing discussion suggests three factors important fOr fur-

ther investigation and some questions, which illustrate the kind of
study most likely to be productive. . il , - .- . .t -

1. The academic organization has a large number of unique char-
.acteristie.s which Corson identifies in his forthcoming report. Roles
and relationships, strongly felt intellectual values, character of pro:...
fessional_personnel, and other aspects csi .academic institutions coni-
Prise a. distinctive situation. Structural patterns for'other enterprises
do not always suggest answers,snor'sometimes even valuable ideas.
This is a point not always recognized by governing boards and
presidents.

,
A clearer understanding of these difftrences will open up- a veryu

productive area for research, as Caplow and geGge imply In their
relent boi 'r , : --1 . .

. . .. . , .
The university is a fascinating specimen of social organization, remarkably
unlike any other. Its roots and some- of Its rituals go back to the Middle
Ages and beyond, but its principal business is innovation. Its hierarchical

alk
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arrangements are simple and standardized, but the academic hierarchy in-
cludes a greater range of skills and greater diversity of tasks than ally
business or military organizaflon. Above all, the university is remarkable for

y pursuing an intricate program with little agreement about fundamental
purposes.1°

2. The flow of authority from governing boards to administrative
officers and faculty bodies contrasts and even conflicts with the flow of
initiative from department chairmen and individual faculty members.
This contrast in,power from legal authority as against that from con-_
trol of. initiative shows up most dramatically in decisions on` el:Inca-
tional program and selection of faculty members. I

James D. Thompson at the University of Pittsburgh has made a
preliminary analysis'of this contrast or conflict of what he calls legal
as against inherent power. Legal power grows out of the responsi-
bility of governing boards to the larger community., and their position
as custodians of their institutions. They delegate this power to presi-
dents and administrative staffs for the executive direction of colleges
and universities and, frequently, to faculties for the approval of edu-
cational programs. Inhererit power rests upon the experience, the
talents, the occupational genius employed in the pursuit and
propagation of knowledge. .'a,culties monopolize the necessary
understanding of the subject matter and contacts with others in "the
field" and thus make the decisions which shape the academic func-
tions of their institutions. This knowledge, with subsequent initiative
in proposing new faculty members, curricular changes, and similar
matters, blunts the force of executive authority from boards and
presidents.

The effective functioning of an institution depends upon a realistic
understanding of these t'yo powers. Does the President act, for ex-
ample, as Hutchins has suggested: "more like a political leader than
any other kind of administrator," but lacking the power of party and
patronage ? 11 Will faculty bodies, representing as they frequently do
a siattis quo position in knowledge aim/ academic organization, initiate
the kind of creative educational programing and scholarly production
essential for continued institutional vigor in a changing environment?
On the operational side, does institutional structure provide for tilt
essential coordination between educational and financial decision
making which assures appropriate support for academic plograliks?
More specifically, do curriculum committees coordinate their policy
decisions with those of budget officers, and vice versa?
.3. A greater degree .of, decentralization has accompanied the

grpwth of universities than that of other enterprises. What is more,
this has taken place largely without what Selznick called the indis-

Caplow and McGee, The Academic Marketplare, Buie Books, 1958, p. 4.
u Hutchins, Robert M., Freedom, Education, and the Fund, Meridian. 1956, p. 168.
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pensable homogeneity of well-understood and widely accepted insti-
tutional policies. Participants in university administrative processes
tend to lack a general orientation to institutional purposes and
functions.

Study aimed at improving the effectiveness of academic administra-
tion must grapple with this problem. If departments are to remain
the basic administrative unit,s,4-for example, how can their decisions
become, actively ,related to institutionwide policies? Or, should
schools and colleges rather than departments serve as the basic units
for carrying out institutional policies ?

Fundamental even to this is the re4tionship between organizational
decentralization and the kind of scholarly inquiry accepted as vital to
higher education. Is the present structure best kind to support the
intellectual freedom of individual faculty members? To date, little
effort, has been made to relate the structure of universities to their

. functions, and particularly to tiler basic and most important function
of creative teachiLg and scholarship.

Questions for Furthei Study

'Consideration of conditions essential to the contributipns of teachers
and schplars suggest a number of questions for further study.

1. What is the nature of educational leadership? How can presidents and
other administrators gain adherence to rinstitutionalpolicies without tratf-
gressing on disciplinary initiative? Does executive ability in colleges and
universities differ from that in other enterprises?

2. How can the kind of decentralized organization associated with intellectual
freedom be.maintained while institutions achieve a higher degree of ,efil-
ciency and a greater effectiveness in performing appropriate functions?
What means can serve to coordinate units of governance: to involve mem-
bers of boards, for example, actively in academic matters; to coordinate
faculty decisions with administrative inIpleinentation ; to gain departmental
cooperation in selecting the kind of instructional staff needed for the pri-
mary teaching or research functions of the institution? In effect, hov,i can
academic personne become sensitive to the importance of adequate com-
munication and to the functioning of the total organization?

3. What should be the basic administrative unit for academic areas? Does
the department serve this function best and, if so, how can a gr2at many
individual deparilnents be coordinated in terms of institutional policies?
§hould- colleges or schools serve as basic unitsas they do for many pro-
fessional areasrather than departments?- 400*

4. Does what Max Weber calPs the power of bureaucracy, which rests upon
its monopoly Of specipc knowledge, apply4o universities to the extent that
tihsets limits on the degree to which presidents and administrators can
effectively exercise direction?

5. Does the typical president, concerned with l'his lack of ,power to initiate,
underestimate his total influence on the organization? Cofiversely, does
the faulty, fearful of rettdiationin terms of compensation and promotion

4.
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and cognizant of the threat of administrative veto, underestimate its posi-
tion to direct policy decisions? i

,....,, 6. How can the offire'of the president as the center of both horizontal and
vertical communications effect better coordigation of all units of

governance?
7. Would clarification and standardization of titles anti roles of ad-

ministrative, officers, especially of deans, help to effect a better administra-
tive organization within and among universities?

.

Institutional Setting

The administrative process and the relationships inherent in the
institutional- setting undoubtedly have much in common with their
counterparts in other organiations. This report, however; is inten-
tionally limited- to academic organizations. The potential* for, and
the limit upon, achievement N clearl established by the nature of
Ale academic institution in which the process and structure is'estab-
fished. This institutional setting has two components, each of which
reflects the other.

One consists of the interaction of attitudes,and values, personalities

-- and abilities, and other aspects ofethe participating individuals and
groups as evidenced in the purposes, functions, and internal patterns
of relationship. Corson has called these the internal pressures on
deciSions. .,

The other consists of the external environmentprimarily societal
but also -geographical and physicalwithin which the institution is

set. In one sense, this external environment determines in part the
nature of the student body, the character of the educational program,
and the kind of faculty it is possible to attract. Unquestionably, to
illustrate in an extreme sense, the centrally located rural university

and the smalltown liberal arts college differ from their city counter-
puts. But more than this an institution which relies upon society
in one manner or anotherfor its support must keep pace with basic
developments in this .soci&y. "If 'the college were wholly alien to

its environment," Henry Wriston. writes, "it could not perfam its
functions., e . . On the other hand, if it yields completely to its
environments it equally fails hi its objectives. It niust maintain a
realistic contract without compromising its essential function."''

structure with its environment can be\,..._
The p withinof the relationships ithin an organizational structure

_.id the interaction of that structure
explored in terms of the internal and external pressures on the ad-
ministrative decision-makitrg process. Corson has demonstrated the

Wriston. Henry M.. The Nature of the Liberal Arta College, Lawrence Coll ge Press,
1937, p. 20.
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possibilities of this approach." Some pre,ssuressupportthe existing
situation; others exert influence for change. In the continuing suc-
ces§ion of decisions through which an _organization operates and in
terms of the relative strengths of the various pressures, the character
of an.institution evolves or fails to evolve. This character, in turn;
becomes identifiable Ni,ith a college or university and becomes a positive
factor itself in the determination of the activities of the organization.
Over the years, this character takes recognizable shape as the cultural
tradition. which epitomizes a particular university or college.

An understanding of both
can

opportunities and limits in the
character of the institution, can give the administrator a realistic
Sense of his leadership potential. On a broader basis, this under-
standing gives deeper meaning to administrative process 'acid struc-
tural organization. It is proposed here that such opportunities and
limits be investigated more hilly than has been done. Indicated
below are the kinds of investigations currently available and the
possibilities for further research they present.
0

`Current Findings

One major contribution to the analysis of institutional setting is
contained in Corson's report mentioned above. In this, he examines
what he calls the "ecology of goverqnce"the exterpal forces which
help or hinder the college and university decision trdkers in adapting
curriculums, courses, and instructional methods t8 the-changing needs
of society and young people. He contrasts the pressures of rents,
alumni, contract research agencies, governments' and govern ntal
bureaus, professional associations, accrediting organizations, and indi-
vidual and corporate donOrs. He indicates the-dual effect of these
external pressures and the internal forces which reflect the attitudes,
values, and beliefs of the participants within an :Organization. To a
degfee the external forces tend to exert pressure for changes, the in-
ternal for the integrity of existing purposes and functions.

Both combine, writes Corson4o.compose the institutional character,
"le force majeure in governance." He adds: "Several scholars have
demobstratedeffectively that while rational-or logical decision-making
processes represent the ideal for any organizati4, the ideal is not
often attained. . . . For decisions are, in considerable part,the result
of conflict between tradition and the demand for change!: They are
the product of friction between contrasting philOsophies. They are
distilled from the currents a'nd countercurrents that stem from the
ambitions, anxieties, strivings, and resistances of individuals within
and 'forces from withbut the institution."

IS In his yet unpublished report to the Carnegie Corporation. z See "References."
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,Another basis for <analysis of institutional setting rests on the find- ,
ings of behavioral scientists. Ltigan Wilson, in his 1942 book, The
Academie Man, suggested the value of this kind of study. Tyler,in
his paper 14 which pointed out how studies.by behavioral scientists
might apply to higher education, commented that what these disci-
plines " "can offer at, present are methods and concepts useful in
analyzing the situation in colleges and universities and generalizations
drawn from other contexts." He proposed studying the behavior of
faculty members and administrators viewed both as adult individual
human beings active in a social context and as members of 'small
groups. He also suggested, study of the effects 'of the several kinds
of social mobility which occur on campuses. ,

Two articles survey the literature which might be 'relevant for col-
leges and ,universities. One, by W. W. Charters, Jr., in 1952, lists a
number of references which study roles of participants in an organiza-
tion, leadership and authority relations, problems of communication,
mobility of personnel, and influence of small groups. In the other, F.
Stuart Chapin surveyed pertinent material as of 1957 under the head-
ings of institutional change, relationship of change to individual
needs, "the problem solving sequence" which considers the role differ-
entiation among participants in making decisions, status in relation to
.institutional structure, and finally the elatinnship of size to effective-
ness of committees. ,

Examples of the kinds Of study which might have value are
limited.1° Two doctoral theses have dealt vith phases of the problem.
VI' 1951, Robert Kruepsch submitted a dissertation which demon-
strated the effects upon morale of the difference between what faculty

.members expect from the institution and what they feel they actually
obtain in terms p.f working conditions and relationships. In 1958,
Richard R. Taylbr'Completed a study of "The American University as
a Behavioral System." He examined the "decision making patterns"
of 30, academic departments in five major universities to gain insights
into the effects of morale, size, and distribution of'steem within de-
partments. 'His findings, however, were inconclusive, except :to
recommend further study. His thesis does help to define the problem.

1' Ralph W. Tyler. American Council on Education 1957 Conference on Faculty-
Administration Relationships mentioned in category I above.

Is These usually include anthropology, political science psyChology, social psychology,
And sociology.

16 This survey disclosed ojher doctoral theses which suggest fruitful types of research.
A number of these are ,listed in an appendix to this report. Review of this kind of

, research reveals that work done in other areas can provide illustrations of valuable
approaches to a better understanding bf the college and university setting. A thesis by
Mary E. Webert Goss entitled, 'Physicians in Bureaucracy : A Case Study of Professional
Pressures on Organizational Roles" (Columbia University, 1959), examines a situation
similar to the relationship of faculty members with professional associations and-with
their colleagues outside their institution.
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In this connection, Reece J. Mgee's thesis ("A Study in Ambience :
,The Numeric(Al Analysis of Interaction Grou'Rings in a Large Scale
Organization," University of Minnesota, 11956) affords another
illustration.

At this time, however, v,e do have evidence that Some systematic
fc2/, study of the college an university field is under consideration. Tyler

reports that the So l Science *Search Council in 1955 "sponsored
several memoranda outlining possible research programs for the study
of higher education as a social institution." The American Sociologi-
cal Society published in 1958 for the Russell Sage Foundation a report
by Orville Brim, Sociology and the Field of Education. This reviews
basic research studies which have employed the concepts and theories
of sociology and indicates those areas of study which have been neg-

.. lected by sociologists. In addition to his book on American educa-
tion, David Riesman surveyed briefly what might be done in an article
'on planning in higher education.

One work which constitutes fa major step in systematic examination
of universities as social organizations appeared also in 1958. In Th
Acedernic Marketplace, Theodore Caplow' and Reece J. McGee re-
ported on a "stpdy of the acadeniic labor market." Another came out
the same year As a study of "social scientists in a time of crisis," to
determine the effect of the "McCarthy years" upon the faculty mem-
bers most directly involved. This book, The ACadelnic Mind, by Paul
F. Lazarsfeld and Wagner Thielens, Jr makes a sociological and
social-psyChological analysis of faculty Members.

Significance for Administration

While apparently only limited effort has gone into an analysis of
the academic setting per 8e, the investigatidns Mentioned itbove point
to a new kind of research now underway. The increasing concentra-
tion by social scientists upon the problems of organized human rela-
tionships has begun to-spill over into the academic 'held., It suggests
an approach both r,efreshing and meaningful to the probletn of keep-
ing institutions dynamic in a changingsocial order. a'

For colleges and universities, the study of the institutional setting
affords new horizons of understanding. A number of questiops will
illustrate the kind of data which such gtudyean provide.

What are the external forces which influence colleges and universities and
how is their influence felt? (Professional associations, for example, notmffrTh'
exert pressure, by inspection and accreditations but tend to set values or
norms for participants within Inetifutions.)
What internal presisures are discernible?. How do these relate to the external
groups? How do they exert a counterforce on some matters and augment the
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external pressures on others? To what exent are interntil pressures related
to the formal structure, or to informal groupings?
How do the values associated with personnel in higher eplticiation differ from
those in other institutions? To what extent does adherence to professional
and other values interfere with intelligent decisions in terms of institutional
purposes? Are values correlated sith subject matter areas, informal groups,
institutional purposes, professional relationships, personal insecurities, etc.?
What are the traditions assochrted ith higher education 4n general and with
Individual institutions? To what extent do they infi411?"6 decisions?
Do members of the academic profegsion exhibit common tempermental and
psychological characteristics resulting from preference for their work,'similar
graduate training, and conditions of their employment such as remoteness
from daily pressures of other enterprises, association with young people, and
the like?

Answers to these questions will provide data for the institutional
setting. Our purpose here,. however, is not to analyze them but to
stress their significance to make clear that an intelligent grasp of the
administtative operation needs such analysis. At any ene time, der
c,isions will be made within this framework, yet each decision will to
some degree modify it. The administrator needs to understand the
variety of different and sometimes conflicting or incompatible forces
with which he must contend.

To this end, the character of an institution sets thb boundaries
within which participants may define or redefine its purposes and ac.-
tivities. This character is the framework for rational discussion by
individnals and groups holding widely divergent values. Despiet the
desires of administrators, these and other pressures shape as well as

iconform to institutional purpbses. The kind of students available
will determine much of the intellectual caliber of the educational
program. The sources of financial support may limit academic con-
trol of the institution's functioning. The attitiides of influential
alumni may determine athletic policies. Research 'programs de-
veloped by Govethment agencies limit the kinds of contracts avail-
able to universities.

The institutional character reacts to these two-major forces: (1)
adherence to purposes and traditional functions, and (2) pressures
exerted for and against these purposes and functions. The dynamic

%institution, resolving these forces in its distinctive context, will con-
.,

tinuousty evolve its partic\dar character.17

"One final point, relevant for future studies. is that the entity we call the institution
adds up to a whole which is not only More Allan its parts but which ha§ an 'identity
of its own. Not unlike the personality of an individual, this w4oce, in. an institution
which functions vitally, continually changes. Recognition of this situation has appeared
to some degree in the literature. Dean J. Douglass Brown of ,Princeton University has
coined the term "corporate personality." Prof. W. II. Cowley of Stanford University
has stated that institutions retain attitudes. behavior patterns. and possessions which
constitute a culture having continuity. On the whole. howeser, little effort has been made
to analyze the administration of colleges and universities from this perspective.
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ACCUMULATION OF OPERATING DATA
CATEGORY III

HUNDREDS of institutional self-studies, dozens of experimental
programs,__and a large number of books, articles, and printed or
mimeographed publications have recorded the operating data of aca-
demic administration. These studies are listed in books and articles
and in regular publications of they.S. Office of Educatiiin and the
American Council on EdUcation. Such sources provide the president,
the board member, the finance officer, the dean with data for use in
making ecisions on the various operational problems and policies
facecrin day-to-day activity.

This report is concerned more with the new ideas. The stress here
is on developments taking place which give administrators an.oppor-
tunity for a freshand perhaps more meafiingfulklok at their or-
ganizations. For this operational emphasis, we can discern some new
directions in adMinistrative planning.

The most recently published plan for a creative approach to ad-
ministrative and curricular reorganization was proposed by Beards-
ley Ruml (Memo to a College Fru8tee, 19595 or liberal arts colleges.
In effect the author says: Let's.take a fresh and imaginative look At
the entire institution. What kind of College do the trustees, adminis-
trators, and faculty memberS envisage for the next two decades?
What kind of salaries and services will be required to maintain a first- ,
rate institution? What alterations of the existing educational pro-
gram, physical plant, and administrative staff will enable a colleges*
administration to achieve its aims within the limitations Oritrin-
ticipated income? The Ruml approach suggests a new perspective
fora traditional activity : the self-study., ,

4.The Ruml book suggests a way in which college akninistrators,
faculties, and board members can look realistically at their present
and future resources and .face up tothe kinds of changes necessary
for an effective, high caliber educational program: It stresses a major
problem in planning for higher education; namely, the difficulty of
grinking into decision-making councils the important and pertinent
data.

Another effort in this same direction has been underwastfor a num-
ber of years under the leadership of John Dale Russell. Dr. Russell,
as director of institutional research at New York University, has been

2&.
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working with techniques for accumula.ting operational data and'
eizaluating(it for administrative officers. The pattern of his method
appears in his studies of State_systems of higher education, illustrated
by that tmade in Michigan (The Survey of Higher Education in
Michigan, 1958). The important element in this approach is the es-
tablishment of continuing procedures through which -accumulated
data are carefully analyzed and directed to appropriate administra-
tive offices and faculty, groups in a fQxn1.clesigned to fit their opera-
tional needs. This method differs from self-Studies by maintaining
a continuous flow of information, which has value for continuing de-
bisions. It relates financial direction to educational. program.

At New York University, Dr. Russell's office is developing pro-
cedures for the continuing analysis of factors such as class size, in-
structional load, salary costs on various bases, degrees granted, clerical
and supply costs, and a variety of other data. These data are used to
maintain continuous Planning and evaluation in the department,
school, and total institution.

This type of pattern in adMinistrative planhing has appeared at
other ifistitutidns. At least a dozen have formally named offices for
institutional research. Comparative information should become
more available systematically about class size, instructional -loads,
salary cost per student credit hour, degrees gratnted, administrative-
to-instructional cost ratios, appropriate classroom sizes; maintenance
and janitorial services, and the wide variety of activities which com-
prise the administrative operation of 'colleges and universities. These
growing data should be coordinated on a national basis and 'related to
the educational and research endeavor in ways which, like the Ruml
report, suggest imaginative ways of improving institutional
effectiveness.

An extension of this data-accumulating process to more than one iir-
stitution has been announced by Earl J. McGraw, director of the
Institute of Higher Education at Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity. Ire plans a survey of 15 liberal arts colleges to measure the
proliferation of instructional units in recent yearf. Such study may
point to ways/of reducing costs and at the same time improving edu-
cational programs.

In another dimension, a 10-member research team headed by Daniel
E. Griffiths and John Hemphill has created a "simulated situatiopal
test." While designed for public school administrators.it demon-

- strates a new instrument for accumulating operatiohal data for aca-
., demic administrators. The group has developed a standardized_ ad--

ministrative situationa hypothetical, but very 'realistic school enz-4-
vironmentinto which it is placing 232 elementary school principals
seldcted from districts throughout the United St 4. By means of
indoctrination sessions, vigil aids, printed materials of various sorts,
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and other mechanisms, these administrators are faced with realfstic
.problems requiring decisions. On the basis of their reactions, data 49
will be developed to give a clearer definition of the administrative
process and possibly a guide in the selection of school administrator's.

Two other reports illustrate other methods of-probing into adminis-
trative pioblems. One is the Purdue Rating Scale for Administra-
tors, reported by Robert L. Ilobson- through the ,Division of
Educational Reference of Purdue University. Tliis scale gives heads
of larger offices an opportunity for intelligent and critilcal rating of
theirleffectiveness by members 9f their staff. Forms are given to sub-
Ordinates who send the answers dii.ectly to Purdue University. The
dilision the., provides the administrative head with a compositend
anonymous report. Under the sponsorship of the Carnegie Corpora-
tion, the Educational resting Service in Princeton, NJ., publish4 in
1956 a survey of college evaluation methods and needs, written by
Stint, lIeimstradter, and Frederiksen. This study provides not only
a comprehensive plan for evaluating various aspects of college and
university op-erat ions but a' guide to methods and to literature. It is
apparenty the most complete analysis of evaluation directed at higher
education.

RefatianShiP to Other Studies

In this category a few of the more imaginative'studies have been
noted. We, have not considered the numerous investiiatiems 'com-
pleted or underway. to help individual institutions or groups of in-
stitutions accumulate data necessary for important administrative de-
cisions' Such investigations have been excluded, because this survey
is more - concerned with new points of wiew. lieYond the intent of ,a
report, however, a fresh approach is-Veq Poth
colleges and universities More than ev teforeare up against prob-
lems which require new solutions. .1

The liberal arts college, for example, faces the dichotomy inherent
in the coming age of what amounty..to mass higher education.- Will it
be overwhelmed by:numbers and driven to mass techniques which rele-
gate its efforts to a position parallel to that of the secondaily school

today? Will an attempt to maintain distinctive intellectual integrity
mean isolation from the mainstream of society and consequent wither-
ing 'of itipport'and status? -

Shpilarly, in the words of John W.....'Gardndr, presidea of the'
Carnegie Corporation, "the role of the, universities pridergoing a

1Examples are studies of the function of departmental chairmen proposed by the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts, of professional offerings by the vice president's office at Kent
State University, and those listed In Institutional Research in the iron; publialled in
1959 by 1 Western Interstate CommIsilon for Higher Education.
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remarkable change. They are being thrust into a position of great -

responsibility in our societya position More central, more prominent, -,

, more-crucial in the life of the society than academic people ever -

. dreamed possible."2 How will the variety of functions, froMmillion:'
dollar research projects to the education of massediof undergraduate
students, be adequately main wined in these institutions?
ate schools be able to cope with the increasing need fo anted
degrees without changes of a drastic sort in their traditional rograms
and methods? Can specialization of increasingly sharp phiportions'`
be maintained for undergradUate faculties without hindering the edu-
cational reorganization inherent in handling lar e numbers of
students?

It serveslittle purpose here, however, to elineate the character-
istics of recent and potential changes in hi ler educafori.' Schq/lars
and educational leaders have done soon many occasions. The point
we wish to raise in connection with this category is the importance of
%tot planning for the future entirely in terms of the present and the
pashas, for example, so many institutional studies halr. e done. Just

. as the 20th-century university could hardly pattern its functions upon
. the 19th-century classical college, the higher institution of the future

will need to fit an _age of widespread advanced education,'Neat and
rapid scientific and technological change, increased governmental co-
ordination and support, andke other conditions of Alio changing
structure of American and world.society.

Studies such as those mentioned abOVe point the way to more
imaginativ% {Ind forward-thinking investigation. In addition, it

- seems a most profitable possibility to coordinate research ineacademic
a;Lwkration, such as included in all three categories of thiS report,
so that theory and more deeply probing analysisparticularly that
done in conjunction with scholars having a broader view of the total
social structureCan help to identify more positively the kinds of
administrative unctions and problems universities and colleges will
face in the future.

3 Address to annual meeting of the American Council on Education, Oct. 8-9, 1859.
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'CONCLUSION

THE STUDIES mentioned in this report illustrate the kinds of plan-
ning currently underway for the administration of higher institutions.
As stated at the outset, this listing by no medns exhausts the pertinent
references.

They are presented in terms of a conceptual scheme. This has the
, advantage of establishing potential and existing relationships among

studies and publications which to date remain quite uncoordinated.
While thissis not the only possible conceptUal 'structure for investiga-
tion, some such arrangement is essential to the fruitful organization
of administrative research.'

Quite obviously, the material in ea ch of the categories*might well
have relevance to another. For example, Litchfield's ideas have been
discigsed in terms both of theory and of analysis: Some of the
studies plaCed in the category of analysis undotibtectly have opera-
tional value. he point of tlie three categories in this report. is

.

sug*.t that scholars and administrators at work in ad-
ministrative invatigatities generally have one of three intentions.
They seek theories to improve understanding of the administrative
process and prediction of the consequences of decisions. They turn
to analysis to gain a broader Understanding of administrative prob-
lems than immediate operational data provide and to "dig deeper"
ihto ramifications. They face dperational questions which reqUire
additional data .for intelligent answers but do not necessaril=y require
broader, more general hypotheses.

A- coordination of effort in all 'three areas will enhance what is
done in each and help tochannel investigations into greater produc-.
tivity. At the very least, coordination can help to prevent duplication
of effort, can assure a communication of findings, and can make clear
relationships between theory, analysis, and operations.

aniel E. Griffiths has published, a4book (Research 4n Educational Administration,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1959) which discusses the current problems of
research. In this, he proposes a national plan for the development and coordinatibn of
research In educational administration.

Another set of categories for studies of administration appears in a recent article by
Griffiths find Laurence lannaccone ("Administrative Theory, Relationships, and Prepara-
tion," Review of Educational Research, 28:. 334-357, October 195a). The authors of this
article have surveyed the literature for the period from 1955 to 1958. Their frame
of reference for the orga anon of the studies described is that of public school admin-
istration es, ttally, but th d ninistratIve problems and environment are similar'.
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This report can best 'be concluded by posing a qmstion basic to the
study of administAtion, and by referring briefiyeto the implications
of this question.

How can effective find efficient administration be achieved in higillf decen-
tralized enterprises lacking a clearcut commitment to a set of institutional
functioris and containing personnel with strung commitments to ideas, values,
and professional associations which transcend their institutions?

Effective administration can be defined in terms of the achievement
of creative scholarship and research which is communicated through
teaching, publication, and other means to students and to the public.
The effective institution, in this sense, is the one which maintains the
function of intellectual leadership for society.

Furthermore, -Colleges and universities present to administrators'a
set of unique difficulties. The pervading intangibility of many aspects
of administration at all levels and the absence of adequate standards
and methods of appraisal tend to draw a haze .over,,the making of
decisions and to destroy the clarity of issues. The intellectual in-
sularity of the faculty, the increasing demands of their specialties,
their lack of training in administrative matters and indoctrination
in the purposes of the institution, and their frequent distrust of ad%
ministration Resent barriers to effective processes,shnilar"to but more
sharply outlined than those in other enterprises.

Such characteristics create for universities and cofieges a set of
relationships which make most difficult the, kind of planning, com-
munication, direction, delegation, supervision, and evaluation possible
in other enterprises.% Yet, the foreseeable demands of the future al-
ready press for substantial -adjustments'in function and, to a degree`'
purpose if higher education will retain its vigor as the intellectual
spearhead of American sciAy.

To date, however, niidy of literature addresseiAdtiproblem
has appeared., The need for systematic study of administration be- '
comes increasingly urgent as the liffiitations of much of our adminis-
strative process and organizational structure show up in the face of
demands made on our institutions by our own and other changing_
cultures. -

k
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APPENDIX I

IN RECENT YEARS, a number of doctoral theses have appeared which bear
upon the problems of academic administration'. These constitute a good source
of information. Representative titles are listed below :

1957

PHILIP BENEVENTO, Administrative Communication: A Study of Its Relationship
to Administrative Leadership, Syracuse University.

GORDON B. CLEVELAND, A Theoretical Analysis of Administrative Policy-Making,
University of North Carolina.

BASIL SPYROS GEORGOPOULOS, The Normative Structure Social Systems: A
Study of Organizationtil Effectiveness, University of Michigan.

REECE J. 1,IcGEE, A Study in Ambience: The Numerical Analysis of Interaction
Groupings in a Large Scale Organization, University of Minnesota.

ROBERT MILTON NORTHROP, Administrative Doctrine and Administrative
Behavfor: The AEC Experience, University of Michigan.

CHARLES E. SUMMER, Ja., University Education of Administrators: A Statement
and Evaluation of Goals; The Development of Administrative Effectiveness,
Columbia University. . , '

1958

GEORGE HAROLD AXINN, The Relation of Personnel Selection and Salary Adminis-
tration to Organizational Effectiveness in The Cooperative Extension Service
in Michigan, The University of Wisconsin.

JOHN LEWIS roams, A Theory of Administrative Leadership for contemporary
Educalithi, Michigan State University.

SAMUEL 4IURRAY LONG, The Coordination of Instructional, Aiiinittistrative, and
Student Personnel Services in Pennsylvania's State Teachers Colleges, The
PennsyLvania State University.

DAVID LOREN lIcKENNA, A Study of Pourer and Interpersonal Relationships in
the AdminiStration of Higher Education, University of Michigan.

1959

MARY E. WEBER Goss, Physicians in Bureaucracy: A Case Study offProfessional
Pressures on Organizational Roles, Columbia University.

Emr.sr E. McMAnow, The Emerging Evening College: Study of Faculty
- Organization and Academic Control in Ten Eastern University Evening Col-

leges, Columbia University.
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APPENDIX II

THE COOPERATION and assistance of a number of scholars and administra-
tors actively,cbncerned with research in academic administration has helped
subitantially with this report. This appendix contains apartial lift of the
institutions,contacted. It is included here as a possible, beginning for a direp- '

tory of locations at which work is in progress on matters related 'to administra-
tion in higher education. -

9ORNELL UNIVERSITY. A considerable number of pertinentarticles have appeared
in, the journal of the Graduate School of Business and Public Administration,
AdttlinistrativetScience Quarterly.

VoLu Ituie. Uxmasrry. At Teachers College, Prof. Daniel E. Griffiths and his
associates have underway a number of projects related to educational- ad-
ministration, particularly for the public schdols, and tave published several
books on administrative theory. Prof. Karl W. Bigelow has contributed a
bibliography (Selected Books for the College and University Administrator,
'Bureau 0; Publications, Teachers College,. Columbia, University, 1958) and
has under his direction a doctoral program for studepts majoring in college
and university administration.

the Bureau of Applied Social Research of the University has sponsored
studies, such as that on the sociology of medical edugation, which offer per-
tinent data and ideas.
at D UNIVERSITY The Institute for College and.ilniversity Adniinistrators
is ncerned primarily with assisting. individuals to better understand and
perform their work by means of conferences built upon the case method. The
Department 9f Social Relations has undei' consideration studies related to
higher education but not specifically to the problems of administration.

INorAxA Uxrgzasrry. ProfEdwiird E.:Edwards in the Schoo). of Business there
has been studying ways of improving faculty productfritz and the mechanics
otour present system which affect the efficiency of

rn
'faculty Instruction and

40.. .
§tudent learning.

k

blICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY, BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH. W. B. BrOok-

over of this bureaus chairman of the Committee on the Sociology of Educa- ,
Lion of the American Sociological Society.

UrizvEnsrrr Of Crum*. The Midwest Administration Center organization is
,, now in the seventh year of publishing the Administrator's Noteboolc which -

"/. '"-fineludes accounts ot ajumber of relevant studies, although they generally
1. focus upon public School adnliiistration. Its progrim lilts emphasized. ad-

ministrative theory, as referred to in this report. . .

PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY. A very Informative President's Seininar wa.s
sponsored by this university for its own staff on the subject of role and
responsibilities of departmental chairmen. Held iikApril of 1959, the semi-
liar brought together deads and academic depart nent heads.

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY, THE STUDY OF THE COLLEGE ANTI UNIVERSITY PRESIDENCY.
This study, under the direction of Harold W. 'Dodds, is referred to above.

. . j
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SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL. This organization with headquarters in
New York City has considered the subject of social science research and
higher education. A memorandum on this matter has, elaborated on the
pcoblems of research and contributions possible from the social sciences.

I SOUTHERN REoloNAL EDUCATIoN-BOARD. At present this organization has two
kiiids of relevant activities underway : (1) a survey of the administration of
organized resehrell in universities in the South, and (2) a stuprof institu-
tiomil, research activities and of ways this activity can be wore widely used
as a basis for decision uraking.

STANFORD UNIVERSITY. Ralph W. Tyler, director of the Center for Advanced
Study in the Behavioral Sciences, has been concerned with the application
of the behavioral sciences to the problems of academic administration. Among
other activities, he has produced an unpublished paper on the problems of
appraisal iir colleges and Universities. Prof. W. H. Cowley has been develop-
ing for more than a decade a comprehensive analysis of higher education.,
Administrative process and structure form only one part of his unpublished
work, Appraisal of American Higher Education: 1956. Profesior Cowley
has completed five of eight parts of this manuscript which examines the total
operation of colleges and universities within the context of their historical,
background and contemporary culture. He has under his direction a doc-
toral program for students majoring in highmeducation and planning careers
in administration.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFoRNTA. TheCenter 'for Study of Higher Education has
underway a 5-year study of.selected colleges, their character, and their impact
on students. The ranitificatiqns of the work of its staff has pertinence pri-
marily at this time to an understanding of what this report has designated as
the institutional setting.- '

UNIVERSITY oF,PITTsBURGII. The staff of the Administrative Science Center has
- begun study based upon the social sciences to develop insights of a general

nature valuable to specific administrative situations -encountered in various
fields, including that of education. Two illustrative studies, now underway,
are concerned with the adaptation of a school system' to a new superintendent
and with an analysis of how a, number of business executives perceive them-
selves and their tasks.

UNIVERsiTx OF TEXAS. Among other activities, Reece McGee is studying the
working conditions, of junior faculty members at two la-rge State universities.
His papers include one which considers the '!process and organization of
administration."

WASHINGTON Ntveasrry. Alvin W. Gouldner, chairman of the Department of
Sociology, has been studying the problem of social roles of Participants in
organizations and how these affect organizational behavior. Tbis.is reported
in two articles in'the Administrative Science uarterly of December pra and
March 1958.

WESTERN INTERSTATE Co3f3fISSIoN 'FOR n HER EDUCATION. This orgatiltation
has taken the initiative to report varion studies made by institutions within
their geographical area. Their findings re published in Institutional Re-

. search in the West, 1959.
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Reactions

In order thatithe series, "New Dimensions
in Higher Education,", may more accurately
measure the developments examined and
better ascertain the disposition of colleges
and universities to experiment, reader reac-
tion is sought. To prompt such a resppnse,
in this, instance to admihistration, the fol-
lowing questions are raised:

1. What kinds of study and theory in ad-
ministration of 'colleges and universities
have not be/en mentioned in this report?

2. What insights in other' fields, such as
governmental and industrial organiza-
tion, may have value for academic
administration? k .

3. What, kinds of specific yet_ pervasive
problems should be treated in repOrts
of this -sort or in further studies of
administrative effectiveness?

4. What has your institution clOne ad-
ministratively to anticipate the, prob-
lems of expansion and quality during the
1960-70 decade?.

Can you suggest any other conceptual
scheme to categorize research and think-
ing on academic administration?

6. How can the Office of Education help in
more effective administration of higher
education programs?

Kindly address reactions to:
DR. HAROL A. HASWELL
Difector
Higher Education Programs Branch
Office bf Education
U.S. Department of Heald/

,Education, and We/fare
Washington 25, D.C. .
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